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questionnaires and data analysis were treated as very separate processes before the Internet became popular. The questionnaires were completed on paper and the analysis of the data was subsequently carried out as a separate process. Nowadays, these processes are generally combined as online survey tools allow to analyse and aggregate the
responses to the questionnaire in a single step. However, questionnaires can still be used for reasons other than data analysis. Job applications and medical history forms are examples of questionnaires which are not intended to be analysed statistically. The fundamental difference between questionnaires and surveys is that they can exist together or
separately. Listed below are some of the best free questionnaire templates that you can download to collect data informing your next offer of products or services. You have a good survey when valid questions can provide valid data to examine. A good survey has: A goal in mind Clear and distinct answers and questions Separate questions 1. A goal in
mind To make a good survey, consider what you are trying to learn from it. Understanding why you need to do a survey will help you formulate clear and concise questions that need to be asked to complete your goal. The more questions focus on one or two objectives, the better the data. 2. Clear and distinct answers and questions You have a goal in
mind for your survey. Now you have to write the questions and answers depending on the form you are using. For example, if you are using ranks or options to aliuqa'nu aliuqa'nu aH .itinU itatS ilged atla ¹Ãip angatnom al Â :ainrofilaC oipmese orevoP :asracs e anoub alpitlum atlecs a atsopsir anu id oipmese Â occE .iraihc etais ,oiggadnos len alpitlum
its flag of State. Ã the second largest state¹ in terms of area. It was the site of  gold rush  1849. Good example What is the main reason why so many people moved to California in 1849? California's land was fertile, abundant, and cheap.  gold  discovered in Central California. The east was preparing for a civil war. They wanted to establish religious
settlements. In the bad example,  interviewee  be confused about whichÃ² is asked.  investigation did not fully clarify  issue, and the options are also confusing. While in the good example, the question does not confuse  intervieweeand they know how to answer. Always make sure that answers and questions are clear and distinct to give the respondent
the best result when completing the survey. 3. Separate questions A good survey asks one question at a time. For example, a wrong question might be: "What's your favorite brand of sneakers and clothing?Â" This is bad because you're asking two questions at once, not separately. Each question should focus on  obtaining  specific information. By
asking two questions at the same time, you may confuse your interviewees and get unclear answers. Instead, ask: Â"What is your favorite brand of sneaker?Â" Then, Â"What is your favorite brand of clothing?Â"By separating the questions, you allow your interviewees to give separate and accurate answers. Template Questionnaire 1. Free HubSpot
Questionnaire Template HubSpot offers a variety Free surveys and questionnaires to analyze and measure your customer experience. Choose from five models: net promoter score, customer satisfaction, customer engagement, indefinite questions, and long surveys. 2. Client Questionnaire Template Ã a good idea to evaluate your customers'
experiences with your company to discover opportunities to improve your This, in turn, better adapts to their lifestyles. You don't have to wait a whole year to vote for your customer. customer. on their experience. A simple questionnaire for customers, such as that below, can be administered as a micro survey several times during the year. These
types of quick survey questions work well to redirect your existing customers through social media surveys and interactive ads for a fee. 1 How long do you spend using [product or service]? Less than a minute about 1 - 2 minutes between 2 and 5 minutes more than 5 minutes 2. In the last month, what was your most big stitch? Find enough time for
important activities delegating work to have enough to do 3. What is your most great priority right now? Find a fastest way of working staff development for problem resolution 3. Model of questionnaire for the website whether you have just launched a brand new website or that you are collecting data points to inform a redesign, you will find the
Essential customer feedback in both processes. A model of the website questionnaire will be useful to collect this information using an impartial method. 1 How many times have you visited [website] last month? 2. What is the main reason for your visit to [website]? To make a purchase to find more information before making a purchase in-store to
contact customer service 3. Are you able to find what you are looking for on the site homepage? 4 model of the customer satisfaction questionnaire if you have never examined your customers and you are looking for a model to start, this includes some basic questions about customer satisfaction. These will apply to almost all customers your company
serves. 1 With what probability do you recommend us to family, friends or colleagues? Extremely improbable a little improbable neutral a little probable extremely probable 2. How satisfied was he of his experience? 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 3. Classifies the following objects according to their priority in the purchasing process. Personnel useful
Quality Product price Product price Facility Purchase Proximity shop Accessibility Online Needs Current Appearance product 4. Who did you buy these products for? Self-employed member of the family Friend colleague On behalf company Other 5. Please rate our staff in the following terms: Friendly __ __ __ __ __ hostile __ __ __ __ __ __ unable to
know __ __ __ __ __ __ __ Inappropriate professional __ __ ______ Inappropriate 6. Would you buy from our company again? 7. How can we improve your experience for the future? _____________________________. 5 Customer Effort Score Questionnaire Template The following template provides an example of a short Customer Effort Score (CES)
questionnaire. This free model works well for new customers to measure their initial reaction to your business. 1. What was the ease your experience with our company? Extremely difficult A little difficult Neutral A little easy Extremely easy 2. The  has done everything possible to make  process as simple as possible. Strongly disagreed Somehow in
disagreement Neutral Somehow agreement Strongly agreedagreement 3. On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being "extremely fastÂ" and 10 being "extremely slowÂ"), how fast was Ã able to solve the problem? 1 | 2| 4 | 5| 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 4. How much effort did you have to make in working with our company? Much more¹ than expected Little more¹ than expected
Much more¹ than expected Little less than expected 6. Demographic Questionnaire Template Here is a model for customer surveys to learn more¹ about their demographic background. You can substantiate  analysis  this questionnaire by corroborating the data with other information from  web analysis, customer internal data and industry data 1.
How would you describe your job status? Full - time employees Part - time employees Self - employed Unemployed 2. How many employees work in the Company? 0-20 21-50 51-100 101-1000 1.001+ 3. How would you rate your role? Single Contributor Manager Director VP Executive 4. How would you classify yours? Technology/Software
Hospitality/Dining Services Consulting Entertainment 1. "What is your favorite product?" This question is an excellent appetizer for your survey. Most companies want to know what their most popular products are and this question cuts to the point. It is important to note that this question provides you with the customer's perspective, not empirical
evidence. You should compare the results with your inventory to see if your customers' answers correspond to actual sales. You may be surprised to find the "favorite" product of your customers is not the most sold. 2. "Why did you buy this product?" Once you know their favorite product, you have to understand why he likes so much. The qualitative
data will help your marketing and sale teams to attract and involve customers. They will know what functionality to advertise more and can look for new leads similar to your existing customers. 3. "How satisfied are you [product]?" When you have a product that does not sell, you can ask this question to understand why customers are not satisfied
with it. If the reviews are scarce, you will know that the product needs to rework and you can resort it to product management for improvement. Or, if these results are positive, they may have something to do with your marketing or sale techniques. It is therefore possible to collect more information during the questionnaire and restore the
campaigns based on the results. 4. "would you recommend [product] to a friend?" This is a classic survey demand used with most of the NPSã ¢ Â® surveys. Ask the customer if we recommend your product to one of their colleagues. This is extremely important because most people trust customers of customers more than traditional advertising. So if
your customers are willing to recommend your products, you will have more time to acquire new leads. "Would you recommend [company name] to a friend?" Similar to the above question, this prompts the customer to consider your business as a whole and not just yours This will Learn about your brand reputation and how customers feel about
your company's actions. Even if you have an excellent product, your brand reputation can² be the cause of churn customer. Your marketing team should pay close attention to this question to see how it can improve the customer experience. 6 Â "If you could change a thing of [product], what would it be?Â" This is a good question to ask your most loyal
customers¹ or those who have recently churned. For loyal customers, you want to continue adding value to their experience. Asking how your product can² improve helps your development team detect defects and increases your chances to maintain a valuable customer segment. For customers who have recently unfurled, this question provides
information on how to keep future users dissatisfied with your product or service. By giving these customers a space to express their criticisms, Ã is possible to reach and provide solutions or send feedback for consideration. 7. Â"What other options did you consider before [product or company name ]?Â" If you are operating in a competitive industry,
customers will have more¹ of an option when considering your brand. Also, if you sell variants of your product or produce new models periodically, customers may prefer one version to other. For this question, you should provide answers to choose from in a multi-select format. This limiter what kind of answers you will receive and help you get the
exact information you need. 8 Â "Did it help you achieve your goal?Â" The purpose of any product or service is to help customers achieve a goal. As a result, you should be directed and ask them if your company has directed them towards success. After all, the ?oizivres ?oizivres o Ãtilanoiznuf ,ottodorp otseuq omairffo non es etseritnes iv emoC«Â .9
otnup lI .oihcram out la iledef erenamir id Ãtilibaborp ¹Ãip onnah ,ottodorp out li noc osseccus onnah itneilc i eS .enoizavresnoc id otnemurts omitto nu ¨Ã etneilc led on the interruption of a product? This question can help you decide if a specific product, service or feature will not be present if you remove it. Even if you know that a product or service
is not worth offering, it is important to ask this question anyway because there may be a certain aspect of the product that your customers like. They will be happy if you can integrate that feature into a new product or service. 10. “If you couldn’t use your favorite product with us, what more would you miss?” This question goes well with the one
above because it frames the customer’s favorite product from a different point of view. Instead of explaining why they love a particular product, the customer can explain what they would miss if they hadn’t. This kind of question uncovers the “fear of loss”, which can be a motivating factor very different from “hope of gain”. 11. “Which word best
describes your experience using our product?” Your marketing team will love this question. A single word or a short sentence can easily sum up your customers' emotions when they experience your company, product or brand. These emotions can be translated into marketing campaigns that use the exact language of your customers. If the responses
reveal negative emotions, chances are that the entire customer service team may be related to that sore spot. Instead of calling it “a system bug”, you can describe the problem as a “frustrating roadblock” to keep their expertise at the forefront of the solution. 12. “What is the main reason to cancel your account?” Finding out why customers are not
satisfied with your product or service is critical to reducing your bounce rate. If you don’t understand why people leave your brand, it’s hard to make effective changes to avoid the future Or worse, you could alter your product or service in a way that increases your rope rate, causing the loss of customers who were once loyal supporters. 13. “Like
“Like Are you with our customer service?” It’s worth asking customers how happy they are with your support or support team. After all, an excellent product does not always guarantee that customers will remain loyal to your brand. Research shows that one in three customers will leave a brand they love after a poor service experience. 14. “Have we
answered all your questions and concerns?” This is a good question to ask after a service experience. Shows the accuracy of the support team and any priority given to speed over quality. If customers still have questions and concerns after a service interaction, the support team is focusing too much on closing tickets and not enough on meeting
customer needs. 15. “How can we be more helpful?” Sometimes it’s easier to be direct and ask customers what else you can do to help them. This demonstrates a real interest in the goals of your buyers, which helps your brand to promote meaningful relationships with its customer base. The more you can show that you genuinely care about your
clients' problems, the more they’ll be open to you and honest about how you can help them. 16 What additional features would you like to see in this product? With this question, your team can draw inspiration for the company’s next launch. Think of the answers as a wish list from your clients. You can find out which features are most important to
them and if they already exist within a competitor’s product. Incorporating all the suggestions on features is almost impossible, but it’s a convenient way to build a backlog of ideas that can inspire future product releases. 17. “Are we meeting your expectations?” This is a very important question to ask because customers will not always tell you when
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,snoinipo eht erusaem yletarucca taht snoitseuq gnitaerc sevlovni tI .ssecorp .ssecorp To complete depending on how long you dedicate your client. The aim of the questionnaire understand your questionnaire goal helps you create your questionnaire. Make sure the goal is clear. If it is confused, the questionnaire is also. The interviewees will be
racked and there can be damaged your data. However, if you know the goal of the questionnaire, you will have more concise and clear data. The goal of a questionnaire is to make sure that the company obtains it that they need from the interviewees. Know and explain that you need that you want to give you. Terminology of the questionnaire The
words you use in your questionnaire are important. Do not use business jargon, the interviewees will not understand. For example, if you are asking the respondent how yours to the fast he benefited them, he explains what an artificial intelligence (which you think you know or not). This helps your questionnaire to remain clear. Your questions should
be simple and to the point and use simple language. Finally, always make sure to frame your questions based on the subject. Look at the social and economic factors to make sure the questions can clearly answer. Subsequently, we dig some suggestions to create your questionnaire. How to make a questionnaire to start with models as a base. Know
your types of questions. Keep it short whenever possible. Choose a simple visual design. Use a clear research process. Create questions with simple and impartial language. Make sure each question is important. Ask one question at a time. Order your questions logically. Consider your destination audience. Test your questionnaire. 1. Use the models
of the questionnaire. Instead of building a questionnaire from scratch, consider the use of the models of questionnaires to start. The collection of models of questionnaires addressed to customers by Hubspot can help you build and send quickly questionnaire to your customers and analyze the results directly on Google Drive. Download now 2. Know
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write freely. This is especially important when asking customers to expand an experience or 3. Try to be short, whenever possible. Most questionnaires should not be long for a page. For routine customer satist -satisfaction polls, it is not necessary to ask 50 slightly different questions about the experience of a customer, when these questions can be
combined in 10 solid questions. The shorter is the questionnaire, more it is likely that a customer completes it. In addition, a shorter questionnaire means less data to be collected and analyzed for your team. Based on the feedback, it will be very much easier for you to obtain the information necessary to make the necessary changes to your
organization and products. 4. Choose a simple visual design. There is no need to make your questionnaire an extraordinary work of art. Finchã © is clear and concise, it will be attractive to customers. When you ask important questions to promote your company, it is better to keep things simple. Select a common and easy to read font, such as
Helvetica or Arial. Use a size of the text that customers of all skills can navigate. A questionnaire is more effective when all questions are visible on a single screen. The layout is important. If a questionnaire is also remotely difficult to navigate, the response rate could be affected. Make sure that the buttons and control boxes are easy to click and that
the questions are visible on the screens of computers and mobile devices. 5. Use a clear research process. Before planning the questions for the questionnaire, it is necessary to have a precise direction for it. A questionnaire is effective only if the results respond to a general research question. After all, the research process is an important part of the
investigation, and a questionnaire is an instrument used inside the process. In your research process, you should first find a research application. What are you trying to find out? is this the purpose of this questionnaire? Keep this in mind throughout the process. After you come up with a research question, Ã is a good idea to have a hypothesis. What
the results are expected to be for the questionnaire? This may be structured in a simple "If Ã ④ ÂTHE then Ã ④ ÂTHE" format. A structured experiment Ã ④Â sÃ∙, your questionnaire Ã is a type of experiment Ã→ÂÂ assicurerÃ And you're just collecting and analyzing the data to answer your research question. You can then continue with the survey. 6
Ask questions in plain, unbiased language. When you create your questions, it's important to structure them so you understand the point. You do not want any confusion for customers because this may affect their responses. Instead, it uses clear language. Do not use unnecessary jargon and use simple terms in favor of longer ones¹. If you try to
combine two questions, Ã is likely to create a reliability risk data. Rather than asking, "How was your shopping experience with us, and would you recommend us to others?" separate into two separate questions. Customers will be clear on your question and choose an appropriate answer¹ for each. Also, you should always keep your language in your
unbiased questions. You never want to influence customers in one way or another because this causerÃ© data distortion. Instead of asking, "Some might say we create the best software products in the world. Would you agree or disagree?" it might be better to ask, "How would you rate our software products on a scale of 1 to 10?" This removes any
distortion and ensures that all responses are valid. 7 Ask only the most important questions¹. When you create the questionnaire, remember that time Ã is one of the most valuable goods¹ for customers. Most of them will not face a survey of 50 questions, especially when asked about products or services they have not used. Even if they complete it,
most of these will be metÃ from struggling customers who simply want ereilgoccar ereilgoccar a erarim orebbervod ,etnemralogniS .ocificeps opocs onu aibba anucsaic ehc itatrecca ,ednamod 55 o euqnic eneitnoc oiranoitseuq li eS .osse noc otinif pieces of information that reveal new insights into different aspects of your business. If your questions
are irrelevant or seem out of place, your customers will be easily derailed by the survey. And, once the customer has lost interest, it'll be difficult to regain their focus. 8. Ask one question at a time. Since every question has a purpose, ask them one at a time. This lets the customer focus and encourages them to provide a thoughtful response. This is
particularly important for open-ended questions where customers need to describe an experience or opinion. By grouping questions together, you risk overwhelming busy customers who don't have time for a long survey. They may think you're asking them too much, or they might see your questionnaire as a daunting task. You want your survey to
appear as painless as possible. Keeping your questions separated will make it more user-friendly. 9. Order your questions logically. A good questionnaire is like a good book. The beginning questions should lay the framework, the middle ones should cut to the core issues, and the final questions should tie up all loose ends. This flow keeps customers
engaged throughout the entire survey. When creating your questionnaire, start with the most basic questions about demographics. You can use this information to segment your customer base and create different buyer personas. Next, add in your product and services questions. These are the ones that provide insights into common customer
roadblocks and where you can improve your business's offerings. Questions like these guide your product development and marketing teams looking for new ways to enhance the customer experience. Finally, you should conclude your questionnaire with open-ended questions to understand the customer journey. These questions let customers voice
their opinions and point out specific experiences they've had with your brand. 10. Consider your target audience. Whenever you collect customer feedback, you need to keep in mind the objectives and needs of the destination audience. After all, the participants in this questionnaire are your active customers. Your questions must be oriented to the
interests and experiences they have already had with your company. It is also possible to create more polls that turn to several buyers. For example, if you have a price determination model based on subscription, you can customize the questionnaire for each type of subscription offered by the company. 11 Test your questionnaire. Once the
questionnaire is completed, it is important to verify it. Otherwise, it could end up asking the wrong questions and collect irrelevant or inaccurate information. Start by delivering the employees the questionnaire to be tested, then send it to small groups of customers and analyze the results. If you are collecting the data you are looking for, then you
should release the questionnaire to all your customers. Like questionnaires can benefit from your customer support strategy whether you have a customer or 1000 customers, their opinions count when it comes to the success of your activity. Their satisfaction for your offers can reveal how good or how bad your customer support strategy and your
company are satisfying their needs. A questionnaire is one of the most powerful and cheap tools to find out what your customers of your business think. If analyzed correctly, it can inform the launch of the product and the service. Use the models of free questionnaire, the examples and optimal procedures of this guide to conduct the next customer
feedback survey. Now that you know the slight difference between a survey and a questionnaire, â € Â â Â Â ™ to put it into practice with your products or services. Remember, a good survey and questionnaire always begin with a purpose. But, an excellent survey e ,erocS ,erocS retomorP teN ,metsyS retomorP teN ,retomorP teN .ednamod elled
asuac a izivres o ittodorp orol ia onodnopsir itneilc i iuc ni odom li eratnemua da edneiza el eratuia rep erazzilitu onossop is ehc itad onnad And the emoticons related to NPS are registered trademarks of Bain & Company, Inc., Fred Reichheld, and Satmetrix Systems, Inc. Note of the Autor: this post was originally published in July 2018 and was
updated for completeness.
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